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Abstract

There has been significant recent interest in the application of social media analytics for spatiotemporal event mining. However, no structured survey exists to capture developments in this space. This paper seeks to fill this void by reviewing recent research trends. Three branches of research are summarized here—corresponding (resp.) to modeling the past, present, and future—information tracking and backward analysis, spatiotemporal event detection, and spatiotemporal event forecasting. Each branch is illustrated with examples, challenges, and accomplishments.

1 Introduction

With rapid developments in modern geo-tagged communication, especially social media, spatial computing is now engendering a revolution in the modeling and understanding of human behavior. The rise of “big data” (e.g., via channels like Twitter, Facebook, Youtube) has given a new window into studying events across the globe. It has become possible to aggregate public data to capture triggers underlying events, detect on-going trends, and forecast future happenings. Concomitantly there has been a rapid development of new computational methods for spatiotemporal mining of social media datasets.

This paper structures recent research into three directions:

- **The Past**, i.e., information tracking and backward analysis. Social media data has grown enormously over the years (in 2013, more than 400 million tweets are estimated posted by millions of users\textsuperscript{1}). Such voluminous dynamics provides an interesting opportunity to track information on targeted topics and analyze triggers underlying them. It is also possible to capture diversity in information flows: for instance, a user can obtain information from a friend’s tweets in his/her social network or obtain the necessary information externally (e.g., TV or news media). Studies of the interaction across multiple data sources provide richer contextual information into information flows.

- **The Present**, i.e., spatiotemporal event detection. It is believed that news breaks earlier in social media than in traditional media [18]. The aim of event detection is to identify ongoing events from social media data before their reporting in mainstream news outlets. With real-time data streams as input, event detection models can output spatiotemporal summaries for on-going events, including information about event occurrence time, the locations involved, and a textual event summary.

- **The Future**, i.e., spatiotemporal event forecasting. Twitter data has been shown powerful in forecasting [20] that some tweets may contain context indicating future events. For example, tweet “TRAFFIC ALERT: Rt. 20 closed due to a wreck” provided evidence of future hazard along roadways. In addition, compared to traditional documents, social media is endowed with multiple features, such as time stamps, geo-tags, and an underlying network. Utilization of these multiple features and indicating information make forecasting spatiotemporal events before their occurrence possible.

\textsuperscript{1}https://blog.twitter.com/2013/celebrating-twitter7
2 The Past: Information Tracking and Backward Analysis

This section introduces the capture of developments involving an event, evaluating its trustworthiness [25, 27], and how we can identify the underlying event triggers [9]. Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of a civil unrest event in Mexico. This event occurred in January 2013 and involves a civil unrest event in Mexico. News media initially reported that (human) bodies were found in an suburban area on Jan 3 and Jan 4, but this event received little or no attention in social media. Next, the government captured some dogs as suspects. This event was first discussed in the news on Jan 7. A hashtag specifically denoting the event named “YoSoyCan26” was created on Jan 8, and soon spread rapidly among Twitter users. Tweets using this hashtag predominantly called for the release of the captured dogs. In the following day, news media began reporting on the chatter underlying the popular trending Twitter topic “YoSoyCan26”. This online trending topic triggered a real world protest event on Jan 9. As can be seen from the development underlying the “dog protests”, Twitter users could be influenced by news reports, and conversely, news media also can be influenced by information from Twitter. Topics in Twitter cover almost all themes from daily life happenings to breaking news. How to harvest the large volume and fast dynamics underlying social media to track events and analyze triggers are key questions of interest.

In contrast to traditional plain text, tweets often contain features such as hashtags, replying, and friendships, and harnessing such features can be crucial to dealing with the massive dynamics of social media data. There has been significant work on general theme tracking [2, 23], where themes are typically represented as mixtures of latent topics. Research on targeted theme tracking most adopt a supervised classification framework for theme extraction [16, 17]. Lin et al. use predefined keywords as query terms, and this approach requires significant human effort and can introduce bias [14, 15]. Backward analysis for identifying triggers and key players of interest is a relatively new research direction, and builds upon developments in time series modeling [12] and temporal topic mining [21].

2.1 Tracking themes in Twitter

Zhao et al. [25] suggest a framework that can track themes of targeted domain dynamically. This framework jointly models textual content and social network simultaneously. Specifically, it first builds a heterogeneous graph that includes multiple types of theme entities such as tweets, terms, and users. The connections between nodes are computed through co-occurrence, authorship, and replying relationships, and the theme snapshots are arranged on time-ordered sub-collections. The underlying parameters are estimated by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between inferred themes and ground truth data. This methodology is effective as well as efficient. By using heterogeneous relationships from Twitter, this method makes full use of Twitter textual and structural features. Meanwhile, the model also enjoys linear scalability which is ensured by conditional independence relationships among entities.

Evaluating the trustworthiness of themes is of equal importance as tracking them. Most previous work focused on evaluating the credibility of general tweets [22, 4, 6], while Zhao et al. made the first attempt at evaluating topic-focused tweets [27]. Topic-focused tweets are first identified through a text classifier that is trained through Twitter labels, and then trustworthiness of users as well as their posts are updated by an iterative propagation algorithm. Specifically, the
trustworthiness is evaluated through multiple aspects, such as trustworthiness of Twitter texts, authorship, and underlying social graph.

2.2 Identifying Triggers

Hua et al. [9] present a study that analyzes the root causes of civil unrest through tweets. Tweets related to specific protests provide insights into the root causes, i.e., who the organizers are, and how online expression reflects or contributes to such events. In addition, the causes of social events can also be viewed through the analysis of interactions between social media and traditional news streams, which support a variety of applications, including: understanding the underlying factors that drive the evolution of data sources, tracking the triggers behind events, and discovering emerging trends.

Hua et al. also recently proposed a hierarchical Bayesian model that jointly models news and social media topics and their interactions [10]. This model jointly considers news data and tweet data in an asymmetrical frame. Such structure can significantly improve modelling performance for short texts (tweets), without loss of accuracy in long documents (news). Besides, the output of this model enables a variety of applications to understand the complex interaction between news and social media data such as: checking the topical coverage of different data sources, capturing the influencers from topic to topic, identifying key documents and key players. Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from their experimental results. For instance, news topics are generally more influential than Twitter topics; topic occurring first in one data source but growing popular in another data source might be a source of triggers.

3 The Present: Spatiotemporal Event Detection

This section introduces semi-supervised and unsupervised methods that can be used for automatical detection of targeted events. First, social media is known to be a more responsive medium than traditional news outlets [18]. Early detection with social media data is therefore of great practical use. Second, tweets not only contain plain texts, but also include spatiotemporal information such as geo-tags and time-stamps. Figure 2 shows an example spatiotemporal event detection on July 14, 2012 in Mexico. Red nodes in the figure represent event relevant tweets (a protest against president Pena Nieto) that were published on that day and can be positioned by the longitude and latitude according to their geo-tags. These tweets are mainly distributed within two clusters, corresponding to two metropolitan centers: Mexico city and Monterrey city. The aim of early event detection in social media data is to identify these spatiotemporal clusters and summarize tweets into events. Numerous previous studies have focused on detecting events from formal documents such as news articles or emails [11, 5]. However, data in Twitter streams are heavily informal, ungrammatical, and dynamic so that traditional methods cannot be applied to the mining of such noisy data.

Most existing targeted-domain event detection algorithms adopted in social media analytics are supervised methods. These methods [17, 13] usually first train a classifier to recognize tweets from the targeted domain, and then apply techniques such as Kalman filtering to detect locations from these tweets as event occurrence locations. However, the building
and maintenance of high quality labeled data requires extensive human efforts. Although most classifiers in existing work are sensitive to the features, there is no accepted methodology for feature selection. Therefore, semi-supervised and unsupervised methods are in great need.

### 3.1 Unsupervised event detection

Zhao et al. made an attempt to detect events of user-specified interest in an unsupervised way [24], requiring no pre-given labeled data. Starting from seed words, this model acts like a search engine that can retrieve the relevant information automatically. Specifically, given a targeted domain, the algorithm expands the seed words to domain-related terms via a tweet homogeneous graph. The expansion of seed words with co-occurring terms can be viewed as a process of knowledge acquisition, while traditional supervised methods are limited in this respect. This process is iteratively repeated so that key terms are exhaustively extracted and then weighted in each iteration. A graph induced using this expanded vocabulary is then subject to a local modularity spatial scan (LMSS) to capture both semantic similarities and geographical proximities by jointly maximizing local modularity and spatial scan statistics. This event detection framework can be the foundation to more sophisticated models, e.g., tracking the evolution of targeted themes [25].

### 3.2 Semi-supervised event detection

A semi-supervised method is another solution for automatic event detection. Hua et al. proposed a model that can learn pseudo-labels (from news) for Twitter data [8] and therefore save costs in human labeling without significant loss in accuracy. Specifically, this model first transfers labels from newspapers to tweets through a novel ranking algorithm, and further expands the initial label subspace by an EM inference algorithm. The noisy nature of Twitter data is a new challenge for text classification. To address these challenges, a customized text classifier for Twitter analysis is provided to combine tweets into mini-clusters by social ties. To make maximum usage of all Twitter geographical information, this model also extends spatial scan statistics with multinomial distributions, and thus factors from various location-related items (e.g., user-profile locations or geo-tags) can be considered together to improve geo-coding performance.

### 4 The Future: Spatiotemporal Event Forecasting

The development of spatiotemporal events usually contain several different stages. Figure 3 shows an example of influenza outbreak in November 2014. Taking Louisiana state as an example, this state was “healthy” in week 45 as its influenza-like illness (ILI) activity level was minimal (green), became “lightly infected” in week 46 (low ILI activity level), and ended with becoming “seriously infected” in week 47 (high ILI activity level). It is clear that the evolution of a spatiotemporal event is not only impacted by its current stage but also influenced by its geographical and temporal neighborhood.

![Figure 3: Influenza outbreak on Week 47 ending Nov 22, 2014 in southern region.](image)

Unlike traditional plain text, social media data is multi-dimensional, including spatial feature “geo-tags”, temporal feature “publish date”, textual feature “content”, and influence feature “friend relationships”. How to utilize social media data for forecasting is an active research topic of current interest. However, dynamic patterns of features (keywords) and the geographic heterogeneity of social media data bring critical challenges. Some studies utilize regression or SVM models to predict the occurrence of future events. Their difference lies in the features they used, where some adopted tweet volume or sentiment scores [1, 3, 7] while others may use more informative features such as semantic topics. Most of them ignored the geographical information which is in fact one of the most important features of an event. Beyond these simple solutions, here we introduce two novel methods that can forecast spatial events through social media data.
4.1 Forecasting through HMM

With tweet streams as input, the model introduced by Zhao et al. [26] can forecast spatiotemporal events (e.g., the one shown in Figure 3) involving multiple stages. This model is built by modeling the evolution of events, which can therefore predict the events at multiple stages. Some Twitter forecasting models only focus on prediction of temporal pattern [19], while this work jointly modeled the structural contexts, geo-locations, and time in one frame. The spatial information is harnessed through assignments of geographical priors, the accurate sequence likelihood is estimated through dynamic programming, and historical geographical information is used here for the prediction of new event location. It also enables the understanding for the relationship of inside and outside event venue under the tweet observations as it is built to model the evolutionary development of events.

4.2 Forecasting with multi-task learning

Supervised methods (e.g., LASSO) are of great use in identifying static features such as keywords, and unsupervised models (e.g., DQE) are suitable to handle dynamical features. Tweet streams are known to contain both sets of features. Zhao et al. proposed a novel multi-task learning framework that can concurrently address both the statical and dynamical features [28]. Specifically, given locations (e.g., cities) as input, the proposed model is able to forecast events for all locations simultaneously. One secret of its success is that this model can extract and utilize shared information among locations and therefore effectively increases the sample size for each individual location. The other advantage is that the model considers both the static features from a predefined vocabulary (made by domain experts) and dynamic features from DQE [24] in one multi-task feature learning framework. Different strategies are used to control the common set of features and thus balance the homogeneity and diversity between static and dynamic terms.

5 Conclusion

Rapid developments in social media bring new opportunities for the spatial computing community. This paper reviews the most popular research branches of social media event mining, including theme tracking and backward analysis, on-going event detection, and future event forecasting. Tracking and backward analysis is a relatively new research branch and will continue to attract more attention. The key issues in this area may include: identifying information of users’ interests, correlating multiple data sources, and evaluating the influences between users/topics/events. Compared to forecasting and backward analysis, on-going event detection of targeted domain is relatively well developed. Unsupervised and semi-supervised methodologies that require less cost in human effort should be widely used in practical applications soon. Prediction via social media is the most popular research direction but far from well studied. The most challenging problems in this topic are how to model event evolution and how to extend existing forecasting models to social media data.
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